Whole Body Tuner INTRODUCTION
The Whole Body Tuner is one of a kind. It has been said the medicine of the future will be through sound
and light, sometimes called ‘vibrational’ medicine. The Whole Body Tuner, because of scalar wave
technology, opens up the meridians, acupuncture points, and centers, (sometimes referred to chakras of
the body), which allow higher energies to flood the body, which results in a healing environment. It
causes your physical body to resonate, or realign with your etheric body, which, is the fullness of divine
health.

How does it work?
It sweeps through a series of frequencies producing colors which are associated with the body’s
Chakras, and sound (you won’t hear it), through the therapy coils. This unique holistic device uses
polychromatic LED photons and magnetic resonance stimulation to bring the physical body into a
homeostasis, or balanced state. This combination of color and (silent) sound, using ‘scalar wave
technology’, is known to open up portals for higher dimensional energies to flow into the physical
dimension. Scalar waves are two energy fields that are 180 degrees out of phase with each other, then
pulsed. Scalar Energy (also referred to as ‘Zero Point Energy’), administers the reverse-phase-angle of
a pathogen, thereby causing that agent of infection to ‘disassemble’ or fall apart. Refer to this event
as a ‘pathogenic cleanse’. In practice, Scalar Energy, or Zero-Point Energy Pathogenic Cleanse will
disassemble, or transmute both pathogens as well as toxins into smaller harmless physical forms such
as proteins, and amino acids, or elements such as carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, magnesium, calcium,
phosphorus, etc. . This process of transmutation thus serves to eradicate both the pathogen as well as
toxins from the human body. The Scalar Energy operates at the quantum level and is capable of
disassembling all types of pathogens remotely, for instance; bacteria, virus, fungi, amoeba, parasites
and protozoal infestations, thus eliminating the causative agent of many diseases. Nikolas Tesla,
Galen Hieronymus, Antoine Priore, and Thomas Moray were some of the early pioneer researchers
with this form of energy. One type of the technology that is used as a part of the Scalar Energy
instrument is a coil that was invented by Nilolas Tesla. Upon commencing with the Whole Body Tuner,
you are continuously being swept with hundreds of thousands healing vibrations. The sweep of these
healing vibrations is similar to the notes/octaves of a piano, starting from a low note and progresses
through the notes to the higher keys/notes, which along the way, in a split second are ‘hitting’ a
frequency in harmonic fashion restoring the body’s need to balance, ‘by wiping out’ foreign objects
like viruses, parasites, bacteria, etc., so normal cells can create balance.

The Whole Body Tuner ‘SWEEP CHIP’ – A healthy body will
have certain energy frequencies moving through the body that define health, while in the alternative,
….an unhealthy body will exhibit other different energy frequencies that define disorders. For example:
the lungs resonate at a frequency of 72 hertz (cycles per second). If the lungs develop an infection,
then the frequency will change, usually dropping a few hertz. The Whole Body Tuner ‘picks up’ on
these discordant frequencies, rejuvenates them, and return these frequencies back to the body. The’
sweep chip’, by applying appropriate frequencies, restores BALANCE to the discordant frequencies of
illness. The ‘sweep chip’ uses “frequency”, not in its standard meaning, but, in the alternative, to
describe an imputed energy type, which, does not correspond to any property of energy in the scientific
sense. Thusly, a Practitioner may use the Whole Body Tuner to broadcast vibrations at the body in order
to attempt to bring balance.
The ’sweep chip’ operates on the principles based on Quantum Physics, not primarily upon the physical
body directly, but upon the subtle energy auric fields which are undetected by the normal senses, but,
support life and are essential for the body’s functioning properly. Hence, the Whole Body Tuner
technology is a therapeutic procedure, which can be used to discover the higher dimensional energetic
disturbances underlying pathology and to encourage the reappearance of normal energetic fields which
support health. IT DOES NOT REPLACE, NOR, INTERFERE WITH OTHER FORMS OF MEDICAL CARE, BUT
SUPPLEMENTS THEM.
This altered energy pattern can be read from any part of the body and be transmitted by sending
messages, via the ‘pulse electro-magnetic mattress’ to the Whole Body Tuner instrument, and then
returned to the body through restored flow of energy. The signal emitted by the ‘sweep chip’ is neither
steady nor constant. Rather, it is a controlled scan through a range of frequencies. The Whole Body
Tuner instrument, through this controlled system of frequency waves, finds the frequency the body
needs to bring balance to one’s system. It enables and aids the body to wipe out ‘foreign substances’
within the body so the normal cells can create balance and harmony.

PEMF (What is it?)
Included with the Whole Body Tuner is a mattress, of which the subject will lay on, that has specific
wiring within, which, provide a ‘pulsed’ frequency into your body. There are numerous studies on
PEMF and LED light (Photon Therapy) which suggest this theory may help recovery from many
conditions such as:









Increase cellular metabolism which aids in detoxification
Increase cellular oxygen levels
Increase blood flow (microcirculation)
Increase nitric oxide output
Stimulates more mitochondria to produce more ATP (energy)
Increase calcium absorption for stronger bones
Boost overall immune system
Assist in nerve cell regeneration

The Science
Leading scientists believe that ‘resonant vibration’ plays a
critical role in nature. Every living and non-living ‘being’ has its own signature resonant vibration. The
idea is much like if you strike as object, (say a tuning fork), it will continue to vibrate its natural
frequency until damping (from whatever source) extinguishes the vibration. Likewise, every organ in
the body has its own signature resonant vibration.
The body will heal itself and rebalance itself when it is connected to healthy frequency vibrations (the
principle of Bio Resonance). Many well-known researchers have excelled in work featuring Energy
Medicine and Bio Resonance this century, such as, Dr. Rife, Dr. Voll, Dr. Morell. As a result of their
research and devices, they show evidence that weakened organ cells can be stimulated with energy to
resonate the discordant cell back to normal function. Tis effect can be redistributed on a wide scale,
which in turn, can restore balance to the whole body.
 ONE SPENDS A LIFETIME BECOMING HEALTH COMPROMISED, AND EXTENDS A LIFETME OF
PATIENCE ACHIEVING IT.
 UPON DISCOVERY OF COMPROMISED HEALTH, ONE SHOULD SPEND A LIFETIME ACHIEVING A
HEALTHFUL STATE, …… ALSO EXTEND A LIFETIME OF PATIENCE IN ACHIEVING IT.
“WHEN THE SHIP IS LISTING’,….IT TIME TO REPAIR THE HOLES AND RE-SHIFT THE BALLAST.!!

WHATS’ IN IT?
The Whole Body Tuner includes:








1 controller/remedy maker cabinet,
one, white LED full color spectrum mat. (Folds for easy transport and durability)
two satellite frequency condensers (hand holds)
one pulse-magnetic(PEMF) mattress,
one ultra sound module (for pain, tumors,)
and a pain module (for putting on painful areas-called the ‘lollipop’).
And a LED/infrared face mask for a dramatic application to facial skin.

It is highly suggested that the practitioner familiarize oneself with the controller. Note that the plugin
receptacles differ from one another, and which device can be inserted into a specific plugin receptacle
on the controller. Look for the labels on the controller to help identify which item can be inserted
accordingly.

In Practice
The smaller lollipop pain module can be used on the face, or any specific place on the body where the
client may be experiencing pain. NOTE: It is not necessary that the pulse magnetic mattress be utilized
all the time, and may be difficult to do so if client is in a sitting position. However, it does add a very
supportive therapeutic difference to the whole session. It helps ‘drive home’ the application of the
frequencies, and is in itself a very therapeutic device.
EXAMPLE: Have the client sit in a chair (preferably a reclining type), or BEST is a bed, or
massage table of sorts. If using a massage table or bed:
 place the pulse magnetic mattress on the table with cable extending toward
controller.
 Then place one of the larger lighted/infrared mats on the mattress with cable
extending toward controller. Make sure it lighted surface is facing up.
 Have client lay on their back on top of the LED mat.
 Then place the other larger lighted/infrared mat on their chest area, with lighted
surface facing them. Cable end should be extended toward controller.
 The smaller mat can be placed anywhere on the body that needs attention. It is
especially helpful for areas of pain. It can also be placed on the face, up by the
forehead, covering the eyes.
 Client can also wear the lighted helmet (optional).
Client will not get buzzed, shocked, vibrated, nor any extreme sensation. The unit is very safe, with no
negative EMF’s. Client will however, succumb to a sensation of peace, and many times will fall asleep.
Side Effects- A slight detoxing effect may (?) occur, otherwise, a healthy feeling, vibrant, and energy!
Sessions can be anywhere from 10 minutes to 90 minutes in length. It is suggested that a 30 to 40
minute session be chosen.
Please note, that there will be occasional perspiration from client. Nothing major. As such, it is best
that the practitioner wipe down the mats after each application with a mild disinfectant solution.
It is not known of any adverse effects occur from those who wear a ‘pacemaker’. However, it is NOT
ADVISED by the manufacturer, and the practitioner. It is the clients decision and client must indicate
such in a signed affidavit which should be signed by all clients who use the Whole Body Tuner. NOTE: It
is suggested that if one who wears a ‘pacemaker’ does decide to have a session, that the pulse
magnetic mattress NOT BE APPLIED.

Client Scenario-The client is positioned as described above. Technician places the light mats’, or light
helmet’, or ‘coils’, or all items, on desired area of the body.

The Controller
On right rear of the controller unit (as looking from the front) is the on/off switch. Upon pressing the
on/off switch to ‘on’, the unit will energize, but, will not yet start. On the front panel you will see a
window on the right top area. This should be illuminated and displays the time element. Below this
window is a button, of, which, every time pressed the time will be displayed in the window in 10
minute increments. The practitioner can program the unit up to 90 minutes. Now, on the middle left
of the controller face, you will note a ‘start’ button. This will start your session.
The front of the controller has a two row series of colored lights. The top row indicates the ‘sweeping’
effect of the frequencies and what areas (chakras) are being swept. The bottom row by pressing on
any of these ‘button’ lights, will enable that particular area to have a concentrated frequency effect.
For instance, client may have poor digestion issues. By pressing on the ‘chakra’ color signifying that
particular area, the client will get a concentrated frequency session in that chosen area, in addition to
continually being ‘swept’ with all the other frequencies in all the other ‘chakra’ s. The Practitioner can
choose as many chakras as desired for concentrated effects.
Notice you have a small ‘rocker’ switch on the front. Moving the switch in the up location will provide
the frequencies in what is called ‘square wave’. Square wave frequency emission is referred to as the
‘killer’ wave. It disseminates pathogens, virus (es), parasites, etc. It is suggested the Practitioner use
this for 50% of the selected time of session. By moving the ‘rocker’ switch downward, this enables the
frequencies to be applied via a ‘sign’ wave. Sign wave emission is the ‘healing’ wave.
Upon pushing the ‘start’ button’ , the Whole Body Tuner is operating. You will note that the mats are
lighted. WHEN THE ROCKER SWITCH IS IN THE SQUARE WAVE POSITION, THE LIGHTS WILL BE
BRIGHTER THAN WHEN THE ROCKER SWITCH IS IN THE SIGN WAVE POSITION. Also, every time the
progression of the ‘sweep’ gets back to the lowest setting, you will note a ‘flicker’ in the lighted mats.
This is normal.

Example
‘Flip’ the ‘unit on’ switch and press in ‘start’. Select the desired therapy time. Unit starts filtering the
incoming energy from the body through a series of eight filters which then purify the damaging energy
patterns and redirects them back into the client as normal energy patterns. If one, two, or more centers
in the body need more attention (Chakras), then press the corresponding button on the control center.
What will occur is that the Whole Body Tuner concentrate on that specific area (chakra), while also
continuing to ‘sweep’ the entire body with respective frequencies. AMAZING! To reset the session,
just turn off the unit, and then back on, OR, press and hold the ‘Start Button’.
An additional exciting feature is that while the client is receiving the frequency therapy, the Whole
Body Tuner sophisticated electronics are formulating and producing the specific Homeopathic substance
through ‘remedy output’ plate located on the right side of the controller. THE TECHNICIAN HAS NO
COMPUTATIONS OR DERIVIATIONS TO PERFORM.

IMPORTANT NOTE- WHENEVER A CLIENT USES THE Whole
Body Tuner, THE CONDITIONS WHICH EXIST AT THAT EXACT
TIME ARE TREATED.

The ‘Remedy Maker’
SUGGESTED USES: The RIGHT plate on the controller is a sensor plate. It detects the frequency or
vibrational “essence”, or wave pattern of whatever is placed on this ‘IN PLATE’. When the unit is
ENERGIZED, the detected information is then run through amplifiers and coils, and is transferred to this
right ‘OUT PLATE’. Place a 2 oz. dropper bottle, or a spray bottle (preferred) on the right ‘IN Plate’. You
can put ‘spring’ water, with a little ‘brandy’ in this container. The brandy is preservative. Good for
‘flavor’ too! Suggest ‘Peach Brandy’.
The body’s information is electro-magnetically imprinted into this container filled with water (and a little
brandy). In other words, one’s body is automatically transmitting ‘what it needs’ to this container. It is
making its own remedy. No dials to turn, No programming. No computations.
As the client is enjoying the vibrational magnetic energy (it doesn’t matter what position the 1 to 5Hz,
Square Wave, or Sine Wave switches are in),..the transducers coils, in the mattress sense unbalanced, or
disturbed energy patterns in the body. It then sends the information back to the Whole Body Tuner
module filters. The unit then cleans up the ‘disturbed’ energy patterns, purifies it, and sends it back to
the body as a balanced state of energy. AT THE SAME TIME, IT IMPREGNATES THE WATER MOLECULES
IN THE 2 OZ. BOTTLE WITH BALANCED ENERGY.
Whatever the modality that you use on the client, the therapy chosen is impregnated into the water.
That’s why we now like to refer to the impregnated water as “Formula U”, because it is made from your
own body energy. The impregnated water now becomes a homeopathic restorative substance. For
allergies, it is suggested that the client take 7 drops every 30 minutes. Many times the allergy is ‘cleared’
within 4 hours. The normal dosage is 7 drops, 2-3 times a day.

Laser Therapy
Another therapy can be added while the client is lying on the table by placing the two magnetic coils
over or on the desired area of the body. You can also insert a laser light into the IR jack. Choose
appropriate color and place over desired part of body. For example, id client has an inflamed kidney then
you want to choose a cool LED color, which is blue LED’s and use for 5-10 minutes. Then finish with green
LED’s for another five minutes.
For stimulation of organs and glands, use the red laser or LED’S for 5-10 minutes, then finish session with
the green LED’S for another five minutes for normalizing and balancing. Lasers and LED probes are not
included with unit, but, are available for purchase.

Create Your Own Supplements
Lets say, the client is in need of a particular vitamin,…..say vitamin C,…or Calcium, or a Bach flower
remedy for emotional balancing, etc. Just take a sample of the desired remedy, or appropriate
combination of remedies on top of the LEFT PLATE. Any substance that you place on the LEFT PLATE will
oscillate that remedy’s energy through the clients body, as the client is laying on the mat, or receiving
LED lights, or the magnetic coils, AND at the same time, the remedy’s are being energetically charged
into the 2 OZ bottle of water that is already on the right side of the controller. Once the client has
received 5 minutes or more of Whole Body Tuner, it is enough time that you can now give your client
the remedy they need to further enhance cell rejuvenation. The Whole Body Tuner, using scalar wave
technology, is known to open up portals for higher dimensional energies to flow into the physical
dimension.
The ‘sweep chip’ is a basic program chip that operates on 5 volts. Frequencies are 1-2,000 Hz, sweeping
up to 2,000 Hz within 30 seconds. Then it sweeps down from 2,000 Hz to 1 Hz within 30 seconds.
The magnetic field of the coils flip from north to south every 5 seconds. The reason for the rotation from
north to south is the flip in itself has a great therapeutic value because in one split second you have both
north and south , creating a scalar wave effect. i.e. two fields out of phase with each other. The sweep is
like a piano starting from the lower keys to the higher note keys, going through these octaves and every
split second hitting a frequency or harmonic that the body is needing to restore balance.

Specifics
Electrical Specification Review: Power Supply: Wall adaptor outlet is: 12V DC .8A. Frequency Range:
1Hz to 2000 Hz Overtones 2 Mags+. Waveform: Square or Sine Wave. Two coil output power: 18 to 160
uT (microtesla). Coil output: North and South Pole every 5 seconds. IR output Jack: 10 V output. Timer
The Whole Body Tuner has not been reviewed by the FDA, thusly has not been yet approved. The use of the
above is strictly for laboratory and/or experimental practices. Any information provided is not intended as
medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment for any/all health issue (s), diagnosis, or symptom (s). The above
information above is intended to educate the reader about ‘energy medicine’ and how it relates to one’s
biological functions. It is this manufacturers advice that all who use the above device, beforehand, always seek
the advice of a qualified, experienced, Credentialed Doctor, or other healthcare Practitioner of choice, with any
questions regarding one’s medical condition. The information above is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of
‘any’ kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability,
fitness, recovery, or non-infringement. In no event shall the provider of this information, the manufacture (s),
associates, distribution associates, and assigns be held liable for any damages, incidental damages, or damages
for loss of profits, revenue, use, or data, whether brought in tort or contract, arising out of the information
above or use of above equipment, reliance upon, or performance in regards to the use of equipment. By
commencing with using the above device, and information provided, I/we are doing so willfully, knowingly, and
intentionally, and thusly hold the manufacturer ‘harmless’ in any/all circumstances and events.

Your body is changing constantly:












Your skin is about four weeks old.
Your stomach lining is only 5 days old.
You get new rods and cones in your retina every 48 hours
Your liver is five months old.
Your nervous system is eight months old.
Your bones are 12 months old.
98% of the atoms in your body are replaced every year.
You have a brand new body every seven years.
Everyday 10-20 billion cells die every year.
Everyday you get 10-20 billion new cells through mitosis.
You have a detectable magnetic field that extends 15 feet
or more.



Statistics from ‘PEMF’ by Bryant A. Meyers

